Our Cookies Policy
Both thetradingbible.com and academy.thetradingbible.com are websites owned and
operated by TTBCOM OÜ (“TheTradingBible.com", “academy.TheTradingbible.com",
“TheTradingBible”, "the school", “we”, “us”, “our”) a private limited company under Estonian
registration number 16140001.
By using our web sites, you agree to the use of cookies.

What is a cookie?
Cookies are small bits of code (text files) that contain information, whenever a user is
browsing through the web and visiting web pages, he can receive cookies from them,
Cookies are used for displaying the right information such as the correct language based on
your geolocation.
Have you ever noticed how in some websites you can click on “stay logged in” ? Well this is
achieved via cookies. They contain the necessary bits of information such as location,
language, etc.
There are several types of cookies, but in our case we only use the basic ones necessary for
analytical purposes so we can understand our customers’ needs. This is done without
storing or accessing any personal information that can identify you in any sensitive way.

What types of cookies do we use?
Session Cookies
These cookies are temporary and used only during the browsing session, they allow us to
remember your preferences during a specific browsing session so they stay the same when
you switch from one page to another inside our domains.

Permanent Cookies
These cookies are stored for a longer period of time, they remember each visitor individually
without any personal type of information and they are used to remember certain settings
when you come back to the page, one of them could be your language preference for
example.

First Party Cookies
Cookies created only within thetradingbible.com and enabled to our users for web
experience enhancement purposes.

Third Party Cookies
Those enabled by different domains which are not thetradingbible.com. A great example of
this is cookies enabled by google.com for analytical purposes.

Analytical Cookies
Cookies that allow us to understand how many users are active on our website, the first
page a user visits, the date and time of access to the website, highest traffic hours, sources
of traffic to our website along many more generic measurements that do not identify you
personally in any way. They help us improve our website by giving us a greater
understanding of what our users like.

Third Party Cookies from collaborating entities:
Google provides amazing services that help website owners understand businesses in a
better way. When you enter any of our websites, certain cookies originating from
www.google.com can be enabled. These cookies allow us to generate several
measurements and report statistics that help us provide a much better experience. Here’s
more information on cookies used by google.
Google Analytics helps us understand our user’s behaviour and interaction with our websites
without acquiring any personal or sensitive information.

Other third party cookies
We may use other third party cookies such as the ones provided by ConvertKit for our
newsletter signup forms, teachable or any of the third party providers that provide any value
to our websites.

Examples:
In the case of ConvertKit cookies are used to detect if a user already saw the signup form for
the newsletter and not showing it again.
In the case of Teachable cookies are used to remember your session and keep you logged
in in your academy account amongst many other uses.

How to disable cookies?
Most of the modern web browsers allow you to reject cookies, erase them and verify which
ones are in your computer.
Here is a detailed guide by google.com on how to turn cookies on or off .
Warning: disabling cookies can cause certain site functionality or necessary resources to
disable very important aspects from our website. You might not be able to enjoy the best
experience possible.

About our usage
If you do not wish to accept our cookies then please consult the user manual of your web
browser and proceed to delete all cookies originating from any of our domains, after that do
not access any of our websites.
If you continue to use our websites, you agree to the use of cookies.

